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Abstract: Previous estimates of nucleotide substitution rates are routinely applied as secondary
or “universal” molecular clock calibrations for estimating evolutionary timescales in groups that
lack independent timing information. A major limitation of this approach is that rates can vary
considerably among taxonomic groups, but the assumption of rate constancy is rarely evaluated prior
to using secondary rate calibrations. Here I evaluate whether an insect mitochondrial DNA clock is
appropriate for estimating timescales in Collembola—a group of insect-like arthropods characterized
by high levels of cryptic diversity. Relative rates of substitution in cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 (COI)
were inferred via Bayesian analysis across a topologically constrained Hexapod phylogeny using a
relaxed molecular clock model. Rates for Collembola did not differ significantly from the average rate
or from the rates estimated for most other groups (25 of 30), suggesting that (1) their apparent cryptic
diversity cannot be explained by accelerated rates of molecular evolution and (2) clocks calibrated
using “universal” insect rates may be appropriate for estimating evolutionary timescales in this group.
However, of the 31 groups investigated, 10 had rates that deviated significantly from the average
(6 higher, 4 lower), underscoring the need for caution and careful consideration when applying
secondary insect rate calibrations. Lastly, this study exemplifies a relatively simple approach for
evaluating rate constancy within a taxonomic group to determine whether the use of secondary rates
are appropriate for molecular clock calibrations.

Keywords: cryptic diversity; cytochrome oxidase subunit I (COI); molecular evolution; phylogeny;
rate constancy; relative rates; springtails; substitution saturation

1. Introduction

The concept of the molecular clock has revolutionized the field of evolutionary biology by providing
a foundation for evaluating the tempo of biological processes and mechanisms shaping patterns of
biodiversity [1]. Molecular clocks have been widely implemented to estimate divergence times,
determine evolutionary rates, and to assess biogeographic hypotheses, but in practice, this powerful
statistical tool requires independent information to calibrate rates and timescales into units of absolute
time [2]. The most common approach for calibrating molecular clocks is to constrain the minimum
age of phylogenetic relationships to dates derived from the fossil record [3] or to the timing of
biogeographic events associated with lineage divergence [4]. However, for most small, soft-bodied
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organisms, informative fossils for calibration are generally unavailable. Furthermore, the use of
biogeographic calibrations requires strong assumptions regarding the connection between phylogenetic
and biogeographic events, as well as the age of the biogeographic event itself [5]—information that is
often unreliable at best and unavailable at worst. In cases where informative fossil and biogeographic
information are unavailable, secondary or “universal” substitution rates derived from previous studies
of related taxa can be used to fix evolutionary rates or inform a prior rate distribution for divergence
time estimation [6]. Molecular clocks calibrated via secondary rates have been widely implemented
in the absence of independent timing information [3], but because rates of genetic change can vary
considerably among organisms and genes [1], rate constancy, a fundamental assumption for secondary
rate calibrations, is easily violated [2]. Secondary rates estimated for the taxa of interest (or for closely
related taxa) are ideal because these rates are more likely to be similar [7], but taxon-specific molecular
clocks are unavailable for most organisms and “universal” rates for larger groups typically do not
meet the assumption of rate constancy [8].

Collembola (or springtails) present an interesting, yet challenging, case of exploring evolutionary
hypotheses for taxa without available node calibrations or taxon-specific molecular clocks. These minute
insect-like arthropods are among the most abundant organisms in the soil mesofauna, occupy nearly all
terrestrial ecosystems, and serve vital roles in detrital decomposition, food webs, and soil structure [9].
Despite their ecological importance and ubiquity in nature, springtail diversity is poorly understood,
and to date, less than 2% of species are thought to have been described [10]. Cryptic species
have further confounded our current understanding of springtail diversity where deeply divergent,
yet morphologically conserved lineages are routinely discovered, often with molecular distances
equivalent to those between genera or even families of insects [10–23]. The existence of apparent
widespread cryptic diversity in springtails has driven global species richness estimates upwards of
more than 500,000 species [10], but the evolutionary processes driving these patterns of diversity have
not yet been explored for this group.

Patterns of morphological stasis or ‘cryptic speciation’ can be driven by directional selection on
non-morphological traits such as sexual recognition, physiology, or behavior [24], and/or stabilizing
selection resulting from extreme, and possibly invariant, selection pressures [25], but it remains unclear
as to why the discordance between genetic and morphological variation is so prevalent in springtails.
Populations may have diversified at the molecular level without morphological change over long
periods of time, possibly due to invariant selection pressures on morphology [26]. The fossil record
supports this ‘ancient relic’ hypothesis, with many examples of fossils being placed into extant families
or genera [26–29]. Alternatively, species with highly genetically structured populations, as is common
among springtails, may have an increased probability of mutations reaching fixation, which can
lead to accelerated rates of molecular evolution [30]. For example, deep phylogeographic structure,
large genetic distances, rapid speciation, and accelerated rates of molecular evolution have been
attributed to founder effects in parasitoid wasps [31] and Drosophila flies [32]. Wessel et al. [33] also
attributes the rapid radiation and cryptic speciation of Hawaiian cave planthoppers to this phenomenon.
These studies suggest that low mobility and/or high degrees of ecological specialization, coupled with
passive long-distance dispersal, may predispose some species to founder events, spatially structured
populations, and ultimately, accelerated rates of molecular evolution.

Collembola share these peculiar population dynamics: they are non-vagile, with high degrees
of ecological specificity, and are seemingly robust to climatic oscillations and ecological change [16].
These characteristics enable them to persist locally, often at very fine spatial scales, for long periods of
time [21,34], but springtails can also passively disperse vast distances by air [35–38] and water [39,40]
potentially facilitating recurrent founder events resulting in strongly structured populations. Biological
factors such as shorter generation time [41], smaller effective population size [42], inefficient DNA
repair mechanisms [43], smaller body size [44,45]; but see [8], asexual reproduction [46], and increased
metabolic rate [44,45]; but see [47] have also been hypothesized to stimulate accelerated rates of
molecular evolution. Some of these characteristics are present in springtails—some species are
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asexual with extremely short generation times [48], they are miniscule (body length often less than
1 mm), and they may have surprisingly small effective population sizes due to their highly structured,
isolated populations.

Despite the circumstantial plausibility for accelerated molecular rates in Collembola, mitochondrial
DNA clocks calibrated using rates estimated for insects, such as Papadopoulou et al.’s [4] estimate of
3.36–3.54% divergence/Ma (in tenebrionid beetles), are routinely applied in evolutionary investigations
of springtail biodiversity [21,49–55]. Estimates of evolutionary rates in units of absolute time are
essential for understanding the tempo of molecular evolution in springtails, but without independent
timing information, these estimates remain dependent upon dubious secondary rate calibrations.

Nevertheless, estimating molecular rates in relative, rather than absolute, time can offer an
alternative way to test evolutionary hypotheses concerning the rate of genetic change or molecular
divergence for groups that lack robust calibrations. This comparative approach has been used to
estimate relative divergence times for hydrobiid snails [2] and members of a solute carrier protein
family [56] to determine which groups had originated most recently. Other studies have incorporated
modern “relaxed” molecular clock models for estimating relative divergence times and relative rates
of molecular evolution [57].

Although not within the primary scope of their study, Ciccondardi et al. [16] estimated relative
rates of substitution among groups of hexapods to identify an appropriate clock calibration rate
used to infer divergence times in Mediterranean springtails. To my knowledge, this is the only
attempt to explicitly test rate constancy prior to applying a secondary rate clock calibration. However,
methodological shortcomings limit the confidence and applicability of their results: (1) they used
cytochrome oxidase subunit II (COII), a gene less commonly used for springtail phylogenetics; (2) their
taxonomic coverage of Hexapoda was incomplete (98 taxa for 3 of 4 hexapod classes, including 15
of 28 insect orders); (3) they did not test for saturation, which may have impacted rate estimation;
(4) phylogenetic relationships among classes and orders were not constrained (likely because many
of these relationships remained unresolved at this time [58,59]), which may have produced incorrect
tree topologies (not reported) that could have affected their rate estimates; (5) they did not report the
model of sequence evolution used, but it was likely inferred using maximum likelihood methods due
to the unavailability of Bayesian substitution model averaging methods at this time; and lastly, (6) they
did not provide adequate summaries of their findings (only graphical representations of mean rates
and standard error) which lack 95% highest posterior density (HPD) values—an important credibility
interval for assessing significance within a Bayesian framework [60].

To expand upon the work of Cicconardi et al. [16] I use the cytochrome c oxidase I (COI) gene,
rather than COII, to estimate relative rates of substitution in Hexapoda. COI is the most widely
implemented gene used for secondary rate calibrations in springtails (and most other invertebrates) due
to the popularity of its barcoding region, making it an ideal candidate gene for evaluating relative rates
in hexapods. I perform a Bayesian phylogenetic analysis using COI sequences for 188 taxa representing
every hexapod class and insect order, a constrained tree topology based on robust hexapod relationships
that were independently inferred with genomic data [61], and an uncorrelated log normal “relaxed”
clock model set to a mean rate of 1 substitutions/site/time to allow branch rates to vary (with respect
to each other and relative to 1). This approach allowed me to avoid violating assumptions inherent
with the use of secondary rate calibrations (i.e., rate constancy) or node calibrations (e.g., timing of
biogeographic event), while still addressing the basic question of whether or not Collembola have
accelerated rates of substitution (compared to other hexapods) and ultimately, whether or not the
use of secondary rates estimated for insects are appropriate for inferring evolutionary timescales in
this group.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sequence Acquisition and Alignment

Complete COI sequences for a total of 204 taxa were acquired from NCBI GenBank [62] (Table S1):
188 taxa representing all classes within Hexapoda (Collembola, Protura, Diplura and all 28 insect orders)
and 16 arthropod outgroup taxa. Taxa were chosen to correspond to species used by Misof et al. [61]
to topologically constrain the Bayesian analysis (see below). If COI was not available for a given
taxon, COI sequences for a closely related taxon were used instead (i.e., from the same genus, or same
subfamily, etc.). Sequences were haphazardly chosen if multiple complete COI sequences were available
in GenBank for a given taxon. For some groups (e.g., Collembola) additional taxa were included if
available. All nucleotide sequences were then aligned by amino acids using MAFFT [63] implemented
in TranslatorX [64]. The GBlocks [65] option in TranslatorX was used to analyze and remove columns
with ambiguous homology from the nucleotide alignment based on the amino acid alignment.

2.2. Assessment of Substitution Saturation and Its Impact on Phylogenetic Estimation

Substitution saturation is a major concern when estimating phylogenetic parameters across deep
evolutionary time [66], especially when using faster evolving markers typically used to estimate
species level relationships (e.g., COI). Therefore, to make sure COI is an appropriate marker to evaluate
relative substitution rates within groups of arthropods, some of which include lineages that have been
independently evolving for nearly 300 million years [61], two different approaches were used to test
for substitution saturation in the COI sequence alignment (1491 bp for 204 arthropod taxa). First, linear
regression analyses were performed to test the linearity of relationships between uncorrected genetic
distances (uncorrected p-distances) and genetic distances corrected with a general time reversible (GTR)
model of sequence evolution (model-corrected p-distances). The coefficient of determination of linear
regression through the origin (R2) was computed independently for each codon position. To determine
if the inclusion of codon 3 would impair phylogenetic estimation, R2 for codons 1 and 2 combined
was compared with the R2 for all codon positions combined. If the relationship between uncorrected
and model-corrected p-distances is approximately linear, then there is no saturation. If saturation is
present, the relationship will deviate and begin to plateau because uncorrected p-distances will be
underestimating the number of substitutions between taxa due to a loss of information after multiple
substitutions at single sites [66]. At these evolutionary time scales, the third codon position for COI is
likely to exhibit severe substitution saturation due to increased numbers of synonymous mutations.
However, synonymous mutations should conform better to neutral theory of molecular evolution [67],
and therefore, their inclusion may benefit phylogenetic estimation [68]. All uncorrected and corrected
distances were calculated in PAUP* v. 4.0a build 161 [69].

Substitution saturation was also assessed for COI (all codons) using the substitution saturation
test developed by Xia et al. [70] with DAMBE v. 6.0.0 [71]. This test evaluates whether the observed Iss
(simple index of substitution saturation) is significantly lower than Iss.c (critical Iss value) derived from
simulation studies [70] assuming symmetrical (Sym) and asymmetrical (Asym) tree topologies [67].
It uses a heuristic approach to randomly sample different subsets of 4, 8, 16, 32 OTUs (NumOTU)
multiple times (100 jackknife replicates) to test for the presence of substitution saturation for each
subset. Substitution saturation can be rejected if Iss is significantly lower than Iss.c (p < 0.5).
The mean proportion of invariant sites used for this test (mean = 0.21) was determined via Bayesian
phylogenetic analysis.

2.3. Relative Rate Estimation

To estimate relative rates of COI nucleotide substitution across Hexapoda I performed a Bayesian
phylogenetic analysis using a fixed tree topology (Figure S1) and an uncorrelated log normal “relaxed”
clock model with a mean rate equal to 1 substitution/site/time. A fixed tree topology allows us to
mitigate the effect of COI’s weak resolving power for deeper nodes. Fortunately, Misof et al.’s [61]
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phylogenomic study produced a highly resolved and well-supported hexapod phylogeny that can be
used to constrain the tree topology. Relationships from Misof et al. [61] with >98% bootstrap support
were constrained to be monophyletic, while those with weaker support were collapsed to allow them
to be estimated in this analysis (Figure S1). An uncorrelated log normal clock model with a mean
rate set to 1 was used to allow rates to vary among branches relative to 1 substitution/site/time for all
branch rates, enabling the identification of groups with faster or slower rates of substitution relative to
other hexapod groups.

The Bayesian phylogenetic analysis was performed using BEAST2 v. 2.4.8 [72] with the following
parameters: bModelTest [73] for site model averaging to accommodate uncertainty in the model of
sequence evolution (default parameters); an uncorrelated log normal clock to allow rate variation
among branches; clock.rate set to 1 to estimate branch lengths relative to 1 substitution/site/time; Yule
tree prior; topological constraint prior to fix tree topology for well-supported relationships (>98%
bootstrap support) inferred by Misof et al. [61] (Figure S1); MCMC for 300 million generations; sampling
trees and statistics every 5000 generations; all other parameters were left as default. After applying
a 10% burn-in, the effective sample size (ESS) for all parameters were determined to be greater than
200 with Tracer v. 1.7.1 [74], a total of 54,001 trees were sampled for analysis, and a maximum clade
credibility tree with median node heights was inferred with TreeAnnotator v. 2.4.8 [72]. Rate summary
statistics for each hexapod group were extracted from the BEAST2 output log file using TreeStat v. 1.8.4
of the BEAST v. 1.8.4 software package [75]. Significant differences between mean relative rates among
hexapod groups were assessed by comparing 95% highest posterior density (HPD) rate intervals.

3. Results

3.1. Substitution Saturation Tests

Simple linear regression plots of genetic distances (uncorrected vs. model corrected) (Figure 1)
identified significant substitution saturation for COI codon position 3 only (R2 = 0.666). Plots for codon
1, codon 2, and codons 1 and 2 combined, indicate strong linear correlations between uncorrected
and model-corrected genetic distances (R2 = 0.998, 0.999, and 0.998, respectively). When codon 3 was
combined with codons 1 and 2, the coefficient of determination remained high (R2 = 0.998), supporting
the inclusion of codon 3 for estimating evolutionary rates.

Results from Xia et al.’s [70] test for substitution saturation provided an additional measure
of support to justify the inclusion of codon 3 for the relative rate analysis. Iss (simple index of
substitution saturation) was significantly lower than Iss.c (critical Iss value) under the assumption of
both symmetrical and asymmetrical tree topologies for all OTU subsets (p < 0.01) (Table 1), indicating
that the hypothesis of significant substitution saturation in the combined (codons 1–3) sequence
alignment can be rejected. All three codons were incorporated in subsequent analyses because these
results suggest that phylogenetic inferences will not be strongly impacted by substitution saturation
despite the inclusion of codon 3.

Table 1. Results output for the substitution saturation test for COI implemented in DAMBE. NumOTU
= OTU subset number, Iss = simple index of substitution saturation, Iss.cSym = critical index of
substitution saturation assuming symmetrical tree topology, Iss.cAsym = critical index of substitution
saturation assuming asymmetrical tree topology, T = t-value, DF = degrees of freedom, P = p-value.

NumOTU Iss Iss.cSym T DF P Iss.cAsym T DF P

4 0.43 0.83 24.97 1177 0.000 0.80 23.08 1177 0.000
8 0.43 0.81 21.13 1177 0.000 0.71 16.23 1177 0.000

16 0.44 0.79 20.35 1177 0.000 0.61 9.67 1177 0.000
32 0.44 0.77 19.30 1177 0.000 0.49 2.78 1177 0.006
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Figure 1. Substitution saturation plots showing the linear relationship between uncorrected and
model-corrected (GTR) genetic distances for cytochrome oxidase subunit 1 (COI) codon position 1–3,
codon positions 1 and 2 combine, and all codon positions combined. The linear regression (dotted line)
and coefficient of determination (R2) are indicated for each plot.

3.2. Relative Rates of COI Substitution in Hexapoda

The Bayesian phylogenetic analysis of 204 arthropod COI sequences revealed significant variation
in relative rates of nucleotide substitution among hexapod groups (Figures 2 and 3, Figure S2; Table S2).
Visual inspection of the maximum clade credibility tree (with branches colored to indicate rate) revealed
six groups (i.e., Protura, Embioptera, Thysanoptera, Psocodea, Hymenoptera, and Strepsiptera) with
greatly elevated rates of nucleotide substitution compared to other Hexapods (Figure 2, Figure S2).
Overall, mean relative rates for each group ranged from 0.64 to 3.40 substitutions/site/time (Figure 3;
Table S2). Ten groups had 95% HPD rate intervals that did not include 1 substitutions/site/time
(mean tree rate)—Strepsiptera, Embioptera, Psocodea, Protura, Hymenoptera, and Thysanoptera
were higher, while Grylloblattodea, Diplura, Megaloptera, and Zygentoma were lower. Ninety-five
percent HPD mean rate intervals for all other taxonomic groups, including Collembola, spanned 1
substitutions/site/time (Figure 3; Table S2). When compared to Collembola, only five groups had
significantly different rates of nucleotide substitution: Strepsiptera, Embioptera, Psocodea, Protura,
and Hymenoptera (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Bayesian COI gene tree using a topological constraint matching Misof et al.’s [61] phylogeny
and a relaxed molecular clock set to 1 substitutions/site/time to estimate relative rates of nucleotide
substitution across Hexapoda. Branch/label colors indicate mean relative rates for each clade (see scale).
Clades with multiple taxa are collapsed into cones. See Figure S2 for phylogeny displaying all branches
with support values for non-constrained nodes.
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Error bars represent the 95% highest posterior density (HPD) mean rate interval. Asterisks indicate
rates that are significantly different from the mean rate of 1 (horizontal black line); red asterisks indicate
rates that are significantly different from Collembola rates (black bar).

4. Discussion

Saturation tests indicated that the phylogenetic analysis would not be significantly impacted
by substitution saturation (Table 1; Figure 1). This was relatively surprising given the taxonomic
depth of the samples (i.e., Hexapoda + outgroups). It is possible that the comprehensive sampling
approach, which incorporated most major lineages of Hexapoda, provided sufficient coverage of
nucleotide diversity needed to facilitate accurate approximation of multiple substitutions in COI [76].
Nonetheless, only the within-clade branches (more recent/less saturated) for each group were used
for rate comparisons, while the rates associated with deeper branches connecting groups (older/more
saturated) were ignored.

The comparative rate analysis (Figures 2 and 3; Table S2) revealed that Collembola exhibit rates
within the range of rate variation for most other hexapod groups. This suggests that the application of
secondary insect rate calibrations may be appropriate for estimating divergence times in springtails.
Relative rates estimated in this study were also remarkably consistent with those estimated by
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Cicconardi et al. [16], despite differences in methodology and gene choice. Although most hexapod
groups were determined to have relatively similar rates of nucleotide substitution, five groups were
identified as having significantly higher rates compared to springtails (i.e., Strepsiptera, Embioptera,
Psocodea, Protura, and Hymenoptera), supporting critics of secondary rate calibrations [8] and those
that stress the importance of taxon-specific clocks [7]. It is also noteworthy that accelerated rates have
been previously documented for most of these groups [31,77–79], signifying that, despite the low
precision associated with estimates from this study, this method still produced accurate results that are
neither unique nor unusual. In some groups there is a relatively high prevalence of parasitism (i.e.,
Strepsiptera, Psocodea, and Hymenoptera)—a life history trait thought to be linked to founder effects
and strongly structured populations that can lead to accelerated evolutionary rates [31]. Other studies
suggest that high rates of substitution in Thysanoptera, Psocodea, and Embioptera are related to
frequent gene rearrangements [80,81]. The high rates for Protura were more perplexing. Protura and
Collembola are phylogenetic sister taxa that share many similarities in their biology—they are both
minute, non-vagile, and members of the soil mesofauna. In addition, large genetic distances between
presumably conspecific taxa are commonly detected in both groups [20,82], suggesting they have
similar patterns of extensive cryptic diversity. Despite these similarities, Protura substitution rates are
1.5–2 times higher than those observed for Collembola.

Because springtail substitution rates were similar to most other hexapods, their apparent
morphological-molecular disparity cannot be explained by accelerated rates of molecular evolution
and is instead more consistent with the hypothesis of long-term morphological stasis. However,
given the limited taxonomic sampling (average rates of clades may be biased) and low precision
in the rate estimates, these findings should be considered with caution, especially for hypotheses
concerning mechanisms driving cryptic diversity within Collembola. Nevertheless, this study serves
as a useful starting point towards understanding the rate of molecular evolution in springtails with
respect to patterns of cryptic diversity and provides limited validation of previous studies that
have used molecular clocks calibrated with secondary rates estimated for Coleoptera [4] to infer
divergence times in springtails [21,49–55], as they share similar rates of nucleotide substitution
(Figure 3). More importantly, this analysis exemplifies a relatively simple approach for evaluating rate
constancy within a taxonomic group to determine whether the use of secondary rates are appropriate
for molecular clock calibrations—a practice that is becoming increasingly scrutinized [83], despite
being essential for addressing evolutionary hypotheses in groups lacking fossils or other independent
timing information.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4425/11/10/1172/s1,
Figure S1: Constraint tree modeled after Misof et al. [61] and used to fix tree topology for Bayesian phylogenetic
analysis, Figure S2: Bayesian phylogeny (ungrouped) used to estimate relative rates of COI substitution for
Hexapoda. Table S1: All taxa used in this study with corresponding GenBank accession numbers, Table S2:
Relative rate summary statistics for each hexapod group compared in this study.
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